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(i try to boot with cd but it not repair my windows7) TJ-, ok, so what do i need to do? I am a noob with ubuntu larrypg: try
booting with "set root=(hd0,msdos2)" - you'll get a grub> prompt, so press "c" and then "b" to boot the new kernel TJ-, no, it

doesn't boot... it gets stuck at saying bootloader TJ-, if I hit ctrl alt del to reboot it, I get a list of options to select, and then when
I select to reboot, it gets stuck at disk larrypg: maybe try using the init=/bin/sh kernel option, or "init=/bin/bash" to check if that

works. TJ-, so if I have the live usb mounted, what do I need to do to start it? larrypg: I'd be surprised if init=/bin/sh was the
answer to your problem though larrypg: but you'd need to mount the target to boot it TJ-, ok, so how do I do that? hi everyone,

Im new to ubuntu and I installed it alongside windows7 and when it booted for the first time it was on the side of the screen that
says ubuntu and when I boot normally it doesnt show anything larrypg: the way you booted the live ISO is to boot to the "try

Ubuntu" option and mount the target ISO, to have something to work with whats going on? dr4c4n: do you see the GRUB menu
when you boot, and are you seeing the Ubuntu menu? TJ-, ok, and if I boot without the usb mounted... like when the ubuntu live

cd first starts loading, where should I be seeing that boot menu larrypg: try again, but with the "try Ubuntu" option before
mounting the ISO, you can boot the target TJ-: I dont know if I see the grub menu
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